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Light Yagami is an intelligent young man who resents what appears to be a relentless increase of crime and corruption in the world around him. His life undergoes a drastic change when he discovers a mysterious notebook, known as the Death Note, lying on the ground. The Death Note's instructions
claim that if a human's name is written within it, that person shall die. Light is initially skeptical of the notebook's authenticity, but after experimenting with it, he realizes that the Death Note is real. After meeting with the previous owner of the Death Note, a shinigami named Ryuk, Light plans to
become a god and establish a new world order by passing his keen judgment on those he deems evil and anyone who gets in his way. See through the eyes of a shinigami Light and L have battled to the bitter end over the Death Notebut what does the story look like from Ryuks point of view When
rogue shinigami Ryuk deliberately drops his Death Note in the human world out of boredom, he has no idea how far the human who picks it up will take his newfound power. With the Death Note in hand, brilliant high school student Light Yagami vows to rid the world of evil, and when criminals begin
dropping dead one by one, genius detective L steps in to track down the elusive killer known as Kira. An epic battle of wits pitting one brilliant mind against another unfoldswith the very future of humanity at stake! Ryuks not bored anymore Go back to where it all began and watch the epic battle from a
new perspectivethrough the eyes of the one who started it all! The script was also a bit controversial, with some fans asking why L was not the main character of the story. According to Ohba, L is not the main character of Death Note because he is the protagonist in the original manga and by extension
the series. Some fans see it as an injustice to L because he is the main character of the manga, but their point of view does not reflect the reality of the work. [16]
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aired in july 2006, this event was a tribute to the anime death note franchise, and so was the title. this special one-shot episode was adapted from a chapter of the manga death note one-shot special, which was also adapted into the 2003 death note film, and which was followed by a sequel, called
death note two-way road (released in 2005). the death note is a notebook that has a secret compartment that allows its user to kill any individual by writing their name in the notebook, using the "light rule" that says "any human whose name i write with this notebook will die." ryuk is one of the

shinigami sent to kill the person who owns the notebook. after ryuk kills the owner, light takes the death note and is bored to death of the shinigami realm, so he creates a world where he can kill everyone. however, things take a turn when criminals start dying one by one. ryuk and a detective named l
track down the culprit and the battle of wits, deception and logic ensues. death note 2: ls successors - light yagami - [anime] ep2 eng sub is the second part of an anime movie based on the anime tv series death note. in this special, ryuk and l track down the person who controls the new world order,

light yagami. the movie begins with ryuk, taking the person he killed to a shinigami realm, where he is killed in an attempt to force him to reveal the name of the owner of the death note. light then encounters a strange shinigami who says that he is the owner of the death note. light soon discovers that
this shinigami is ryuk himself, having been sent to a shinigami realm to kill the owner of the death note. in a flashback, light recounts the story of how he first obtained the death note. the death note, he learns, can kill anyone it is written on by another human, and he now has the power to kill anyone

as well. 5ec8ef588b
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